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Cookie Policy. Full-size luxury returns to the Audi lineup as the A8 replaces the now defunct V8.
The Audi A8 sedan includes all the sophistication, creature comforts, and classic engineering
already on display in the A4 and A6 sedans, but adds some innovations that help improve on
handling and fuel efficiency. Available in either a valve 3. Quattro all-wheel drive is standard
with the 4. The A8 is the first sedan in the U. As a result, the A8 handles more like a smaller car,
and with the propulsive 4. The quattro feature makes hay of snow and ice and adds to the
feeling of security already provided by the standard ABS brakes, anti-slip technology, and
independent rear suspension. Another innovation in the A8 is six airbags -- dual front and side
and two rear side airbags. Inside, luxury abounds with characteristic Audi standard features
such as leather seats, power front seats, memory features for the driver's seat, mirrors, steering
wheel, and headrest, and a power sunroof. Various packages offer heated seats or a solar
sunroof that powers an interior fan. Most owners love the Audi A8 for its spaciousness and
well-planned interior that add to rider comfort. The 4. Handling and smoothness only improves
with speed and some feel it outperforms the comparable BMW 7 series. Quattro grip is
outstanding. Low points include high repair costs and unhelpful dealers, and poor fuel
economy. The auto tran seems to cause a lot of problems and can be awkward finding the right
gear, making owners long for a manual option. Small mirrors that cause blind spots were also
mentioned. Also found a 03 Wgn with k only it has a 2. I have bought a car diagnostic interface,
but I don't know how to use it, what the function of this tool, and how to update it? What can it
do? Last night driving I was at a stop light and when I went to drive there was kind of a jerk, so I
go two blocks to the next light and stop and when I try to go to turn into a parking lot and there
It has , miles on it and had the transmission replaced about 5 months ago. I figured I would see
what other people thought abo When the Battery goes flat Located in the Trunk , the trunk will
not open. How does one jump start the car in this situation? Average user score. Based on 6
reviews. Audi A8 4. Updated Nov 28, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Audi A8? Have
you driven a Audi A8? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Audi A8. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Audi A8 Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Audi A8 to Related
Models. Select Year The Audi A8 is a four-door, full-size , luxury sedan manufactured and
marketed by the German automaker Audi since Succeeding the Audi V8 , and now in its fourth
generation, the A8 has been offered with both front- or permanent all-wheel drive â€”and in
short- and long-wheelbase variants. The first two generations employed the Volkswagen Group
D platform , with the current generation deriving from the MLB platform. After the original
model's release, Audi released the second generation in late , the third in late , and the fourth
and current iteration in Notable for being the first mass-market car with an aluminium chassis,

all A8 models have used this construction method co-developed with Alcoa and marketed as
the Audi Space Frame. A mechanically-upgraded, high-performance version of the A8 debuted
in as the Audi S8. Produced exclusively at Audi's Neckarsulm plant, the S8 is fitted standard
with Audi's quattro all-wheel drive system, and is available in short- and long-wheelbase form.
In the late s, it was decided that the target vehicle would be a successor to the V8 Typ 4C
flagship introduced in By , a final design by Chris Bird and Dirk van Braeckel was chosen and
frozen for series production in mid The Audi A8 Typ 4D was presented in February and debuted
at the Geneva Auto Show in March, with full-scale factory production commencing in June , [3] [
clarification needed ] although it was not until October , for the model year that it became
available in North America. Unlike its predecessor, the Audi V8 model, which was built on an
existing steel platform, the A8 debuted on the then-new Volkswagen Group D2 platform , an all
aluminium monocoque , marketed as the "Audi Space Frame" ASF , which helped to reduce
weight and preserve structural rigidity. Updates to the car in included the addition of six interior
airbags. In , Audi introduced the first series production electronic stability control ESP for
all-wheel drive vehicles Audi A8 and Audi A6 â€” the world's first production cars with both
front and rear side airbags. For , the new A8 was available with either front-wheel drive FWD , or
the Torsen -based quattro permanent four-wheel drive. The FWD models are powered by a 2.
The A8 is available with standard luxury amenities, including dual-zone climate control , wood
and leather interior trim, way power and heated seats, and an enhanced Bose audio system. In ,
Audi's flagship received side curtain airbags , new colours, and restructuring of option
packages. The North American "warm weather package" added a solar sunroof which allows the
interior ventilation fans to run, keeping the interior cool while the car is parked with the engine
turned off. Changes to all models included a larger passenger-side mirror, and a first aid kit
located in the rear centre armrest. In for the model year came a minor front-end restyle, with
new, larger, clear headlights , a revised grille, and lower front valance with standard projection
fog lamps. On the interior, the seats received a new, horizontal stitch pattern. Also, the 3. These
restyled cars also featured revised external door handles and an integrated radio antenna. In ,
Audi introduced its new W12 engine , a compact 6. The engine quickly became available in the
A8, though only to European and Asian customers. From its introduction through its
discontinuation in , only of the D2 "W12" models were produced. In , the A8 L received standard
xenon high-intensity discharge lamp HID headlights, and a heated steering wheel. Factory
production of this generation ceased at Number , [10] on August 4, The car was unveiled at the
Geneva Motor Show. Audi contracted IVM to build the prototype , and was considering
production of the vehicle. Like the Mercedes-Benz CL-Class , there was no central "B" pillar,
giving the car a seamless design with a gradually sloping roofline. The car included custom
leather seats which could seat four. Its last public appearance was in on a series of test drives.
Audi introduced the S8 4. In some markets such as the UK, the S8 was only available with the
automatic transmission. Cosmetically, Audi differentiated the S8 from the A8 with solid
aluminium alloy door mirror housings, chrome-effect beltline and lower front grille trim, and
polished twin exhaust pipes, along with subtle "S8" badging. Standard alloy wheels were inch
cast aluminium alloy "Avus" six-spoke style. After the facelift, inch polished nine-spoke RS
wheels became an option. In , inch nine-spoke RS wheels became a no-cost option. At the same
time of the A8's facelift in late , the S8 received the same cosmetic upgrades. This update
marked the release of the S8 to the North American market. Production of the D2 series S8
ended in September From launch in , European-market models came standard with a six-speed
manual transmission. A sports-recalibrated version of the ZF 5HP24 five-speed tiptronic
automatic, featuring "Dynamic Shift Programme" DSP was released a year later and was the
only transmission available in most other markets. A retuned, millimetre 0. Speed-sensitive "
servotronic " power assisted steering was also standard. The brakes featured Bosch 5. From ,
an upgraded Bosch 5. The second-generation Audi A8 Typ 4E built on the Volkswagen Group
D3 platform was unveiled via press release in July and introduced in November in Europe [3]
[11] [ unreliable source? The model was longer than the previous generation, with room for four
or five large adult occupants in the cabin, depending on rear seat configuration. The D3
development program began in , with the design process commencing in Ingolstadt in The
whole Audi design studio based in Ingolstadt first contributed sketch proposals, from which
numerous different themes emerged. Six of them were developed into full size clay models and
worked up in a traditional manner adjacent to full size tape drawings. At least three one quarter
scale models were produced to explore other design variations. The six full size exterior clay
models were reduced to two in late and these continued to be refined in parallel for a year. This
lengthy development time was in part due to the body being made from aluminium, a material
less able to take the small radii of sharp feature lines such as those on the steel bodied A4 B6
designed in In parallel to the exterior design development the interior design was progressed

with a total of four full size models produced and the production car's horizontally themed
instrument panel design dominant from early on, with Norbert Schneider, Mark Bergold and
Enzo Rothfuss the main contributing designers. Grouping major controls nearer the driver for a
more driver focused identity whilst creating a more airy and spacious feel were early priorities
for the interior design team was headed by Jurgen Albamonte. Under the supervision of Dany
Garand, during the first half of exterior and interior clay models were digitized and developed
using digital design tools in a supporting, not leading, capacity. The D3 final production design
was later frozen in the summer of for an August start of production. This concept introduced
much of the technology later available on the series production A8 D3, including: Multi Media
Interface , 6-speed automatic transmission with shift paddles, V8 biturbo engine RS6 ,
self-levelling adaptive air suspension with continuously controlled damping , electric park brake
, bi-xenon headlights with static Adaptive Front Lighting System AFS curve headlights,
dashboard, driver identification systems with fingerprint scanner. As with the previous version,
two body variants of the second generation A8 are offered, the A8 standard, or short wheelbase
, and the long- wheelbase LWB A8 L. For quattro all wheel drive models, a ZF 6HPA61 lower
torque capacity 6HP19 version for 6 cylinder models six-speed tiptronic automatic transmission
with "Dynamic Shift Programme" DSP and "sport" mode, with optional steering wheel mounted
paddle-shifters, is the only transmission offering. If the road conditions change, the purely
mechanical Torsen differential responds without any delay; it can divert up to 70 percent of
power to the front or rear axles. In , new internal combustion engines became available. For
European and Asian market customers, the entry-level 3. The top-of-the-line W12 version
debuted that year. The advantage of the W12 engine layout is its compact packaging, allowing
Audi to build a cylinder sedan with all-wheel drive, whereas a conventional V12 could only have
a rear-wheel drive configuration as it would have no space in the engine bay for a differential
and other components required to power the front wheels. In fact, Audi's 6. In addition to the
added power trains, Audi restyled the D3 platform A8 range slightly in , giving all variants a
taller, wider trapezoidal single-frame grille. The top-of-the-line W12 engined W12 version was
the first model to be equipped with this grille; V8 engined models were fitted with the new grille
the following year. The engine uses two turbochargers and two intercoolers , with each
turbocharger functioning exclusively for one bank of four cylinders. Buyers are also offered
facility to dispatch two drivers on a special training course. The A8L W12 was featured as the
protagonist's car in the Transporter film series. The S8 high-performance sports variant, now
called the "Audi S8 5. The S8 includes subtle detailing to distinguish it from its related A8. The
trapezoidal "single-frame" grille bears the characteristic Audi "S model" vertical strut detail
which are highlighted in a chrome finish. The rear boot-lid incorporates a subtle rear spoiler,
and the rear is finished with four chromed oval exhaust tailpipes. Adaptive Xenon -plus
high-intensity discharge HID headlamps include static turning lights, along with "swiveling"
dynamic cornering lights. Daytime running lamps are five light-emitting diodes LEDs
incorporated into a cloverleaf designed reflector, incorporated into the main headlamp housing.
The D3 series S8 features a 5. This engine , a first for Audi, is often incorrectly referred to as a
derivative of the Lamborghini Gallardo 's original 5. Lamborghini would later ditch their 5.
Output is transmitted via Audi's quattro generation IV all-wheel drive system, initially using the
Torsen T-1 dynamic centre differential , and from for the model year , utilising the Torsen T-3
asymmetric dynamic centre differential, with a "default" torque distribution of 40 percent to the
front axle and 60 percent to the rear. If the road conditions change, the purely mechanical
differential responds without any delay; it can divert up to 85 percent of power to the rear
wheels, and as much as 65 percent to the front wheels. The S8 has similar performance to
Audi's own top-of-the-line A8 L W12 , though the W12 is more expensive, has more torque, and
built on a longer wheelbase. The shorter wheelbase and cylinder engine save weight for better
handling, but at 5. The S8, like its related A8, utilises a multi-link suspension layout front and
rear, with pressurised air springs. However, for the S8, the effective spring and damper rates are
noticeably firmer, along with re-engineered suspension mounts. The brake system consists of
radially ventilated discs all round. The discs are clamped with gloss-black painted dual-piston
calipers up front, and a single-piston sliding caliper at the rear, coupled to an
electro-mechanical parking brake. Standard alloy wheels consist of inch "S design" alloy
wheels. It includes a horizontal chrome-plated front grille from the A8L 6. The vehicles went on
sale on the 18 October as model year vehicles. In North America , only the 4. The 4. The third
generation of the Audi A8 was introduced in Miami on 30 November The chassis was built on
the Volkswagen D4 platform. Changes include: [32]. The third-generation Audi A8 L Typ 4H is
based on the Volkswagen Group MLB platform , but retains the Audi Space Frame aluminium
construction of the previous A8, making it the lightest all-wheel drive car in the full-size luxury
segment, while also giving it best-in-class fuel economy. Early models include A8 4. Initial

internal combustion engine options comprise 4. Taiwan models went on sale on the 11th
November Early models include 3. German models went on sale in the fall of Early models
include a 3. Chinese models went on sale in Early models include an A8L 3. The concept vehicle
includes a 2. The vehicle was unveiled in at the Geneva Motor Show. The A8 L prototype was
unveiled weeks later. Deliveries began in late summer An additional engine model with
improved fuel efficiency went on sale in The vehicle was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show. It
went on sale in The vehicle was unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show. It is a limited 50 units
version of the A8 L W12 with seats upholstered in Cognac-colored leather by Poltrona Frau ,
inlays made from the wood olive ash natural, light gray-brown veneer, sill trims with "Audi
exclusive concept" lettering, deep-pile carpeting. The long wheelbase version of the A8 hybrid
was unveiled in at the Beijing Auto Show. The D4 series Audi S8 4. It is powered by a 4. The
engine utilises cylinder deactivation so it can run as a V4 for better fuel economy. The vehicle
was unveiled at the Frankfurt Auto show , and went on sale in spring Taiwan models went on
sale in The S8 was discontinued the United States of America, to be replaced by the S8 Plus for
the latest iteration of this generation before the facelift in In other parts of the world customers
had the choice between the two variants. Based on the same chassis and underpinnings as the
D4 S8, the D4 S8 Plus became the sole option for ordering the S8-variant of the Audi A8 line in
the US, in the and model years. Additionally, the Carbon Ceramic braking system is standard on
the S8 Plus in some markets. The vast majority of options on the S8 Plus were identical to the
previous S8; however, had darkened tail lights standard, and the option for adding carbon fiber
styling elements such as the mirror caps, rear lip spoiler, rear diffuser, and front lip. Different
markets had different standard packages combining elements of the external carbon package,
the dynamic package and the interior design package. A high-optioned build of the S8 Plus
would outprice the nominally higher-end A8 L W12 whose production ceased after the model
year. The Audi A8 3. Audi S8 was used in Avengers: Age of Ultron. Audi A8 was used in
Spider-Man: Homecoming. Early German A8 models include 3. Early German A8 L Security
models include 4. Early US models include the A8 L 3. The A8 3. Auto Show, and was set to go
on sale in Spring as a model year vehicle. As part of the S8 4. The spot closes with the tagline
"Heighten Every Moment. A second version would also be viewable on CNN. Changes include:
[98]. The A8 Audi Exclusive Concept is a limited 50 units version of the A8 L W12 quattro with
interior leather upholstery from Italian furniture manufacturer Poltrona Frau in the color Agatha
cognac, inlays are made of fine grain olive ash natural silver brown, Tierra Del Fuego body
colour. Production was set to begin at the quattro GmbH facility in Neckarsulm starting in March
German models arrived at German Audi dealerships in November Early A8 models include 3. US
models went on sale as model year vehicles. Early models included A8 3. Engines are the same
in Canada as the US but PS ratings are higher due to less emission control devices needed.
Available in V8 4. The occupant cell is made of heat-formed armor steel, aramid fabric, ceramic,
a special aluminum alloy, and multi-laminated glass, with protective materials overlap at
transitions. The aluminum side sills incorporate ballistic-proof profiles. The armor-plated
vehicle floor made from a special aluminum alloy for explosive weapons resistance. Door
windows, windshield and rear window incorporate special glass with a splinter-inhibiting
polycarbonate layer on the inside, with doorstop function and optional electromechanical side
windows. Other optional security equipment include emergency exit system with pyrotechnic
fracture bolts in the hinges detach the door from the body, fire extinguisher system with two
tanks and nozzles spray to wheel arches, onto the underbody and tank, and into the engine
compartment; emergency fresh-air system with two pressurized cartridges housed in the
protected zone, security start with remote radio signal engine start, selective unlocking of
doors, a smoke extractor for the interior, an LED signal system for convoy driving, pennant
holder, flashing lights, a siren, a preparation for or installation of analog and digital radio
networks for security authorities and organizations, a built-in phone, an accident data recorder,
an additional rear camera, a heated windshield including partly heated side windows. Other
features included LED V8 4. Deliveries began in the third quarter of The vehicle was unveiled at
the Los Angeles Auto Show. German model went on sale in end of November for a base price of
, euros. The A8's aluminum chassis was built at Neckarsulm plant. The 5. Audi S8 was used in
The Transporter Refueled. A blockbuster style commercial film Suspect was published for the
Audi S8 in , which features an unnamed male model as driver. The higher performance version,
S8, was introduced in the late for model year. Unlike the previous generation S8s which were
only built upon the short-wheelbase A8 variant, the D5 generation will be available in both
short-wheelbase and long-wheelbase, with North America having only the long-wheelbase S8 i.
Due to the complicated legal regulations, Audi cancelled the launch of this feature for the United
States market in As part of the deal between Marvel Studios and Audi, the fourth generation of
A8 first premiered in the "Driver's Test" commercial that premiered on June 19, , as a tie-in to
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Q5 FY. The systems to be introduced appear at first glan What are the top 10 vehicle models
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promise a coming technological revolution that could transform our transportation habits.
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the addition of a diesel V6, the A8 is able to achieve impressive fuel economy for such a large
car. All Approved! Everyone drives! Get paid cash? No problem!! We price our cars at wholesale
price to guarantee the best deals for our customers. Our inventory moves quick, please call to
confirm the availability of the vehicle of your interest Springfield location Come visit our new
showroom in Springfield NJ. These vehicles are detailed and maintained between each
customer experience. Audi Certified Pre-Owned Vehicle! We are a franchise dealer. Call At
Napleton VW of Sanford you can buy with confidence as every pre-owned vehicle gets a point
inspection and Napleton Reconditioning Certification. We provide excellent financing for
everyone!!! This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. WE MAKE
every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site,
absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All vehicles are subject to prior sale and availability.
NO wholesalers or dealer to dealer transactions. Because of our extremely low and wholesale to
public prices and high-volume vehicle. This Audi A8 4dr 4dr Sedan features a 4. It is equipped
with a 8 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available.
Description: Used Audi A8 4. CarFax One Owner! Low miles for a ! Description: Used Audi A8 L
4. Fully Inspected and Serviced. Limited warranty is transferable between private parties.
Winner of Dealerrater. Black Leather. Audi Grapevine has a wide selection of exceptional
pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Audi A8 L. Opulent refinements married with
exceptional engineering make this the kind of car you'll want to own for a lifetime. Enjoy
driving? Well now you will get more thrills behind the wheel thanks to the heightened

performance of AWD. Better handling. Better traction. Better driving experience. The incredibly
low mileage and painstaking upkeep on this Audi A8 L makes it a once-in-a-lifetime deal that
won't last long! Call us today to reserve your test drive! Intricately stitched leather and
ergonomic design seats are among the details in which test drivers say that Audi A8 L is in a
league of its own More information about the Audi A8 L: The A8 is one of the most
technologically advanced luxury sedans on the market, with a stunning, beautifully trimmed
interior and well-integrated technology, including sharp and seamless Google Earth maps and
standout Wi-Fi hotspot capability built into the vehicle. Audi's quattro all-wheel-drive system,
standard throughout the lineu
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p, remains an asset for both all-weather handling and performance. With an available diesel V6,
the A8 is able to achieve impressive fuel economy for such a large car, while the
twin-turbocharged Sport model adds some real performance to the big sedan. This Audi A8 L
4dr 4. It is offered with the remaining factory warranty. Recent Arrival! Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Trim 3. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Diesel
5 Gas Hybrid Drivetrain All Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Not
provided. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I
purchased this car new. I can't imagine driving another car! Sign Up.

